
My thermostatic
radiator valves
are making a 
'hammering'

noise

Does the 
system have an 

automatic 
bypass valve

fitted?

Yes

No

Have Your Qualified Heating Engineer Fit an Automatic Bypass Valve
Under Part L of Building Regulation a central heating system should have an 

automatic bypass valve fitted as per the boiler manufacturer's installation
instructions. When a TRV is installed on the system return (which

is not recommended), an automatic bypass valve will generally solve
radiator hammer.

Note:
Automatic bypass valves are particularly beneficial in improving efficiency.

They bypass the radiator system when necessary and ensure constant
differential pressure across a radiator ensuring improved control

by a TRV. 

Is the automatic 
bypass valve set 

correctly?

Yes

No

Have Your Qualified Heating Engineer Set the Automatic Bypass Valve
to the Correct Pressure for Your heating System

Note:
An automatic bypass may be an internal component within your boiler. It

may also be a separate valve (generally located immediately after
the pump) between the flow and return. Your engineer or boiler

manufacturer can advise you further.

Are your valves
angled, corner or 

straight?

Install Angled TRVs on the Inward Flow
When installing an angled TRV it is always recommended for the 

thermostatic valve to the fitted onto the inward flow of water.
With the angled TRV valve fitted to the inward flow, water will be

pushing against the plunger & the valve cannot hammer.

Note:
To check which pipe is the flow and which is the return, simply

turn the system on from cold and feel which pipe into the radiator 
warms up first. The side that gets hot first is the inward flow and 

the side the TRV should be fitted.

Angled

Flow in 
must be into the
small round hole
not semi circle.

See image 

Have Your Qualified Heating Engineer Swap the Side of the 
TRV and Lock Shield valves

Note:
You do not necessarily have to swap the whole valve over, it may be 

simpler to remove the cartridge mechanisms, swapping them
between the flow and return sides.      

Correct (as per image)

Corner or Straight

Incorrect (as per image)

Now you have an automatic system bypass installed and set-up 
correctly, along with the valves installed in the correct orientation 

for flow and return your valves will not hammer.

If your heating system is still noisy, you might next look towards
your pipe-work, which may not be secured correctly. 

A noisy system or boiler may need cleaning or flushing.
A professional heating engineer will be able to help.  

Radiator Hammer
From

Noisy Thermostatic Radiator Valves (TRV)

Frequently Asked Questions

How is 'Radiator Hammer' Caused?
Radiator valve hammer is caused by a high velocity of water dragging down the 
spring loaded plunger of a TRV (thermostatic radiator valve). The return spring in the 
plunger will always try to lift the mechanism and if the water flow is strong enough, it 
will try to drag the plunger down. At the point where the two forces are almost equal, 
the plunger will rapidly move up and down causing radiator hammer.

System Automatic Bypass Valves – How Can They Help?
An automatic bypass valve will help control the system pressure differential, 
effectively reducing water velocity in the system by rooting water directly back to the 
boiler, rather than increasing pressure and water velocity within the heating circuit. 
Reduced water velocity means that the water flow is never too strong to drag the TRV 
plunger down, potentially causing radiator valve hammer. Fitting an automatic bypass 
valve and ensuring it is set and functioning correctly is the first step to take when 
dealing with this issue.

Flow & Return Pipes – Where Should the TRV be Fitted?
If the thermostatic valve is fitted to the inward flow (rather than the return pipe) the 
water will always be pushing against the plunger, thus avoiding radiator hammer. If 
the TRV is fitted to the return pipe, high velocity water leaving the radiator can drag 
the plunger down causing hammer noise in the radiator valve.
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